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Abstract

In today’s world individuals health concern has improved a lot with the help of advancement in the technology. To monitor an age old person or a person with disability, now-a-days modern wearable smartphone devices are available in the market which are equipped with good collection of built-in sensors that can be used for Human Activity Recognition (HAR). These type of devices generate lot of data with many number of features. When this data is used for classification, the classifier may be over trained or will definitely give high error rate. Hence, in this paper, we propose a two hybrid frameworks which gives us optimal number of features that can be used with different classifiers to recognize the Human Activity accurately. It is observed from our experiments that SVM was able to classify the HAR accurately.
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1. Introduction

Alarming growth in the population of age group greater than sixty five brings the researchers new challenge of ensuring health of these people. It’s not possible to take care of such large number of patients individually. Here comes an on body sensors that can be used for offsite monitoring of the patient. It provides more accurate and precise measurements and is portable.

Now-a-days modern smartphone devices are equipped with good collection of built in sensors, such as accelerometer, gyroscope, proximity sensor, etc., Smartphone devices can be used as on body sensor as they are portable and can be worn on body using a belt very easily.

We can learn and identify the type of activity performed by the patient with the help of data collected by smartphone sensors. Human Activity Recognition (HAR) is a process of recognizing or identifying activity based upon the attributes derived from motion, location, physiological signals and environmental information [1]. Different approaches can be used for HAR task among which supervised machine learning is the most popular approach.

In supervised machine learning approach a model is trained using a labelled data, where it learns a function that is used for predicting the test data. Different machine learning approaches have been proposed by many researchers to recognize the human activity task. Smartphone sensor signals are processed mathematically, which yield large number of features for the HAR data. As HAR data has large number of features, classifier will require high computational cost and greater time complexity. Also considering all features may result in overfitting of the model. Hence, feature selection has to be done to improve the performance of a classifier with respect to accuracy and computational cost. Feature selection plays the major role in classification as selecting non-redundant and more relevant features improves the performance of the classifier.

Feature selection techniques are broadly classified into filters, wrappers and hybrid methods[1]. Filter technique works in the following way, first it ranks all the features of the data and selects only few features that satisfy the given threshold[3], while the wrappers use predictor performance as an objective function to find the best subset in feature space. As filters evaluate each feature separately, interactions among different features of the dataset cannot be obtained which leads to lower performance than wrappers. While the wrappers do consider feature interactions but require higher time complexity to evaluate 2ⁿ subsets where n is the number of features. To obtain a trade-off between computational cost and performance, we can use hybrid approach in which a filter will be followed by a wrapper.

Here we propose two frameworks which are of hybrid approach. The first framework uses wrapper 1 followed by wrapper 2, whereas the second framework uses filter followed by wrapper. The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows, section 2 discusses the related works in this area where as the framework proposed is discussed in the section 3. Section 4 describes about the HAR dataset used in the problem and results and discussion is dealt in section 5. Finally, section 6 gives the conclusion of the work.

2. Related Work

Very few researchers had worked on the HAR data. Most of them used different machine learning approaches with this data. JL Reyes-Ortiz et al. has presented compilation of different approaches used for activity recognition including their performance[1]. B Romera-Paredes et al. has worked on HAR data and
concluded that SVM with one class vs one class classification and majority voting ensemble method has given an accuracy of 96.4%\cite{14}. MT Uddin et al. had worked on different types on HAR data and was able to reduce the smartphone based HAR data to 81.35%. Random forest based ensemble method was proposed by Z Peng et al. for the data collected using multiple sensor set, the method resulted into 93.44% accuracy\cite{7}. D Anguita et al. worked on the hardware friendly approach of SVM to classify activities from HAR dataset and achieved average precision of 89\%\cite{10}. HAR smartphone data was collected and classified using fusion of different classifiers by A Bayat et al. with performance measure of 91% accuracy\cite{16}. J Usharani et al. used KNN and Clustered KNN classifiers to recognize the activity for the smartphone HAR data, maximum accuracy achieved was 92\% using Clustered KNN\cite{17}. DN Tran performed HAR task using SVM, and obtained 89\% accuracy.

A plenty feature selection techniques have been proposed and studied in the literature. Survey of feature selection methods was presented by G Chandrakshkhar et al. with categorization as filters, wrappers and embedded methods\cite{3}. Incremental feature selection approach was introduced by H Liu to reduce computational cost of the wrapper\cite{21}. Correlation based multivariate feature selection method was proposed by M A Hall\cite{18}. H Peng et al. introduced a new mutual information based filter feature selection method and proposed a hybrid feature selection approach with mutual information based filter and incremental selection based wrapper\cite{20}. Reranking based feature selection method was discovered by P Bermejo\cite{22}. L. Cervante et al. exploited Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) technique for feature selection purpose\cite{4}. A hybrid feature selection method was proposed by I Jain et al. with correlation based filter and BPSO based wrapper\cite{8}.

3. Proposed Frameworks

The main objective of this work is to build a classification model which can identify the given HAR task and categorize it into one of the classes with optimal number of features, high accuracy and less computational cost. Since the dimensionality of HAR dataset is very large, there is a possibility of irrelevant, redundant or noisy features. Hence, it is necessary to perform feature selection on HAR data to improve prediction performance and avoid overfitting of the classification model.

So, for performing optimal feature selection, two frameworks are proposed. Framework 1 is a composition of wrapper 1 and wrapper 2, while framework 2 comprises of filter followed by wrapper. Both the frameworks contain two stages that are executed in consecutively. The first stage of framework 1 uses SVM-RFE as wrapper 1, whereas the stage 1 of framework 2 uses Random Forest classifier based filter. Stage 2 is common for both frameworks where BPSO is used as wrapper.

3.1. Feature Ranking Using Support Vector Machines

3.1.1. Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVMs) are a set of supervised learning methods used for classification, regression and outliers detection. SVM tries to find optimal hyperplane which can separate input data variables into their respective classes. This is the minimization problem\cite{3} as shown in (1). Decision function $D(x)$ predicts label for unseen data.

**Algorithm SVM-train:**

**Inputs:** Training examples $\{x_1, x_2, ..., x_n, y_i\}$ and class labels $\{y_1, y_2, ..., y_n, y_i\}$ with I number of samples.

Minimize over $\alpha_k$:

$$J = \sum_{hk} y_h y_k \alpha_h \alpha_k (x_h^T x_k + \lambda \delta_{hk}) - \sum_k \alpha_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

subject to:

$$0 \leq \alpha_k \leq C \text{ and } \sum_k \alpha_k y_k = 0$$

**Outputs:** Parameters $\alpha_k$.

The summations run over all training patterns $y_k$ that are $n$ dimensional feature vectors, $x_h, x_k$ denotes the scalar product, $y_k$ denotes the class label, $\delta_{hk}$ is the Kronecker symbol ($\delta_{hk} = 1$ if $h = k$ and 0 otherwise), and $\lambda$ and $C$ are soft margin parameters.

Decision function can be given as:

$$D(x) = w^T x + b$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

with $w = \sum_k \alpha_k y_k$ and $b = (y_k - w x_k)$

Where, $w$ is the weight vector for n dimensional features and b is biased average over all dimensions.

3.1.2. SVM Recursive Feature Elimination (SVM-RFE)

SVM-RFE is application of Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) \cite{6} approach for feature selection. In SVM-RFE, low ranked features are recursively eliminated based upon the weight magnitude given by SVM as ranking criteria.

Let $s$ be selected features subset and we need to find top k features, $s$ is initialized to set of complete features.

Algorithm follows following steps:

1. Train the SVM using input samples and evaluate weight vector with feature subset $s$.
2. Compute score of the features according to the evaluation criteria and rank them according to the score. Evaluation function for SVM-RFE can be given as,

$$c_i = (w_i)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Here $w_i$ is weight magnitude of feature i and $c_i$ is the score for feature i.

3. Find out one or more features having least score and remove those features from s.

Algorithm continues iterating until top k features are retained in s. Output of the algorithm is ranked feature list $r$ consisting of top k features.

3.2. Feature selection using Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO)

BPSO is binary extended version of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)\cite{5}, which is able to deal with search space having discrete values.

BPSO uses equations (4) and (5) to update value of velocity\cite{4}.

BPSO differs in type of values generated for the next position of the particle, it generates only binary values. It uses sigmoid function to restrict values to 0 or 1. BPSO finds optimal solution by updating current position depending upon velocity value as per the following equations:

$$x_{id}^{t+1} = x_{id}^t + v_{id}^{t+1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$v_{id}^{t+1} = w v_{id}^t + c_1 r_1^t (p_{gr} - x_{id}^t) + c_2 r_2^t (p_{gr} - x_{id}^t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where, current position of the particle i is represented by $x_{id}$, deD denotes the dth dimension in the search space, dimensionality of features is represented as D, t denotes the iteration number in the search process, $c_1$ and $c_2$ are acceleration constants. $w$ is inertia weight. $r_1$ and $r_2$ are random values uniformly distributed in
if rand $s$ to $(\text{goal})$ iteration is greater than $t$ represents set of split nodes[13].

where $\text{split}$ is the fraction of class $i$ records at node $v$. Information gain of feature $v$ at node $v$ as:

$$Gini_v = \sum_{i} f_i (1-f_i)$$

Sigmoid function $s(v_{id})$ is used to distribute velocity $v_{id}$ value in range (0, 1). random number generated selected from a uniform distribution in [0,1][4].

BPSO can be used for feature selection problem, as feature selection problem is discrete in nature. Position of the particle is represented in binary where, 1 represents feature considered and 0 represents not considered. For feature selection problem, $p_{id}$ of particle $i$ is evaluated using predictor performance of the particle as the evaluation measure. In proposed framework we have used hold out method of validation to compute predictor performance. In each iteration $t$, particle $i$ is evaluated using evaluation function and local best $p_{id}$ and global best $p_{gd}$ values are updated using (4) and (5). Equation (6) and (7) restrict position value to binary using sigmoid function. After completion of $t$ iterations, particle associated with $p_{gd}$ value gives near optimal feature subset as output.

3.3. Feature importance by Random Forest

Random forest (RF)[11] classifiers are very popular learning algorithms because of their performance for high dimensional data. The randomly split training samples (with replacement) are trained using different decision trees for each split, that results into forest of decision trees called Random Forest.

An important advantage of Random Forest is it can evaluate importance of each feature (i.e., how much it is contributing while predicting particular class[12]). Random Forest uses gini index to decide or split on particular node. Each node represents a feature, hence importance score of each feature can be computed based upon gini index[13].

Gini index Gini(v) at node $v$ gives impurity at node $v$ as:

$$Gini(v) = \frac{1}{t} \sum_{i} f_i (1-f_i)$$

where $f_i$ is the fraction of class $i$ records at node $v$.

Information gain of feature $X_i$ needs to be calculated to decide whether or not to split on node $v$, it can be calculated as:

$$\text{gain}(X_i,v)=\text{Gini}(X_i,v)-\left( W_L \text{Gini}(X_i,v^L)+W_R \text{Gini}(X_i,v^R) \right)$$

where Gini$(X_i,v)$ represents impurity at node $v$, $v^L$ and $v^R$ represents left and right child of node $v$ respectively. $W_L$ and $W_R$ are fractions of samples assigned to $v^L$ and $v^R$ respectively. Feature which gives highest reduction in impurity is considered for splitting finally.

Next importance score of the feature will be calculated using gain as shown below:

$$\text{Imp}_i = \frac{1}{n_{tree}} \sum_{\text{nodes}} \text{gain}(X_i,v)$$

where $n_{tree}$ represents number of trees in the forest and $kS_{X_i}$ represents set of split nodes[13].

The features are ranked according to the importance score to filter out top $k$ features.

3.4. Framework 1: SVM-RFE BPSO

The Framework 1 is a wrapper followed by wrapper hybrid model where SVM-RFE is used as wrapper 1 and BPSO based wrapper is used as wrapper 2.

When a set of features are supplied as input the framework, SVM-RFE ranks all the features based upon SVM weigtage score and the features which are having a score above certain threshold are selected and supplied as input to the iterative BPSO based wrapper for further optimization.

The framework’s execution is described in the following steps:

1) Step 1: A dataset with D features is supplied as input to stage 1 of the framework.
2) Step 2(stage 1 - SVM-RFE):
   SVM-RFE algorithm is used as wrapper 1 whose functionality is as follows,
   a) A supplied input is taken and the SVM weight score for all the features is computed by SVM-RFE.
   b) In the next step, the SVM-RFE eliminates the features having least SVM weight score (i.e. less than specified threshold) that is computed using (3) recursively.
   c) Thus obtained k features are supplied as input to the stage 2.
3) Step 3(stage 2- iterative BPSO):
   Stage 2 uses iterative BPSO as wrapper 2 which takes the k number of features supplied from stage 1 as it’s particles.

   Particle is random set of features selected that can be represented as $x = \{x_1,x_2,x_3,...,x_k \}$, where $x_i$ represents $i^{th}$ feature among $k$ features... BPSO uses a collection of particles called as swarm of particles, which can be represented as $S = \{p_1,p_2,p_3,...,p_k \}$.

   repeat until (condition 1 or condition 2 ) // repeat 1

   condition 1: fitness value of $p_{gd}$ of $i^{th}$ iteration is less than $(i-1)^{th}$ iteration

   condition 2: number of features considered by $p_{gd}$ of $i^{th}$ iteration is greater than $(i-1)^{th}$ iteration for the same fitness value of $p_{gd}$

   repeat until (number of iterations is equal to $t$) // repeat 2 for all the particles in the swarm do

   1. Construct dataset with reduced dimension $k'$, where $k'$ is the number of features considered by the particle $p_i$.
   2. Train the classifier with reduced data using hold out method to find out performance of the particle (i.e. fitness value of the particle).
   3. Update values of $x_{id}$, $v_{id}$, $p_{id}$ and $p_{gd}$ according to equation (4), (5), (6) and (7).

   end for

   end repeat // repeat 2

   return ($p_{gd}$ and it’s fitness value) // repeat 1

   end repeat

   return (optimal feature subset)
4) Step 4:
Return optimal feature subset

Fig. 1 visualizes the flow of the framework 1. In stage 1, supplied features are stored in feature subset $s$. Least ranked features in feature subset $s$ are recursively eliminated using SVM-RFE till $k$ number of features are retained in $s$.

In stage 2, reduced data with $k$ features (given by stage 1) are provided as input to BPSO. BPSO outputs the particle which is having maximum fitness value (i.e. $p_{gd}$). Unless and until condition 1 or condition 2 is satisfied for $p_{gd}$ element, BPSO continuously optimizes the $p_{gd}$ value to achieve $p_{gd}'$.

Once the loop is terminated, $p_{gd}'$ will have the best particle given by stage 2, which can be considered as optimal feature subset.

3.5. Framework 2: Random Forest BPSO

Framework 2 is another hybrid model which also contains two stages where filter based technique is used in stage 1 and wrapper based technique is used in stage 2.

The working strategy of framework can be described as follows,

1) Step 1: Complete dataset with all features is supplied as input to the stage 1

2) Step 2 (stage 1 - Random Forest):
Random Forest based filter technique is used as filter over here in the stage 1, whose functionality is described as follows,

a. Random Forest computes the scores of all features and ranks them based upon the average gini index given by different decision trees of the random forest.

b. It has been found from our experiments that $k$ number of optimal features can be used as input to stage 2 (where $k=300$).

3) Step 3 (stage 2 - iterative BPSO):
Stage 2 of framework 2 is similar to stage 2 of framework 1 as discussed in the earlier subsection.

In figure 2, framework 2 is depicted with stage 1 containing Random Forest based filter and stage 2 as BPSO based wrapper. Stage 2 is same for both the frameworks.

Stage 1 of figure 2 takes the HAR data and with the help of Random Forest it ranks all the features of the data based upon gini index score. From thus obtained ranked features, least ranked features are eliminated and top $k$ features having maximum score are provided to stage 2.

Stage 2 of framework 2 is same as that of framework 1 and will give $p_{gd}'$ element with optimal feature subset as an output.

The figure 3 depicts the block diagram of the prediction model which uses the optimal features obtained from either of the framework.

4. Dataset Description

The dataset used in these experiments is Human Activity Recognition (HAR) dataset which is publicly available at UCI Machine Repository[15].

- The data was collected using a smart phone device Samsung S II, which is having inbuilt gyroscope and accelerometer tools. An experiment was performed on a group of 30 volunteer who were wearing this smart phone on their west. Experiments were video recorded and labelled manually.
HAR dataset consists of 10299 samples that are divided into two files. The training file consists of 7352 samples and a separate test file consisting of 2947 samples. The ratio between train and test data is 71:29. There are total six classes in the whole data which are shown in Table 2.

Training and test data was obtained by different volunteer teams.

Features of this dataset are obtained from the accelerometer and gyroscope 3-axial raw signals tAcc-XYZ and tGyro-XYZ. Other signals were derived by splitting or modifying the raw signals.

All the derived signals were used to estimate variables of feature vector such as mean, standard deviation, signal magnitude area, etc.

Dataset has total 561 features which are of numerical type.

5. Results and Discussion

The HAR data used for the experiments had the 561 features which has been reduced to 79 features by our proposed framework-1 without compromising on the recall and f-score of the used classifiers. The feature reduction is represented in Table 2.

In fact, it would be quite interesting to know that, with the help of these optimal features given by the proposed hybrid framework the results of almost all classes has improved to desirable extent. As we can see from the Table 2, though the CFS method has given very less features of 57, it is not able to give good f-score and recall value for most of the classes of the HAR dataset. On the other side, the two proposed hybrid frameworks has given significantly less features without reducing the recall and f-score of all the classifiers. Though there isn’t much difference between the results of the proposed frameworks, the framework-1 has given slightly high values compared to the framework-2 across all the classes of the dataset, by using only two additional features compared to framework-2, which can be considered as negligible compared to the total number of features reduced.

Vast experiments have been conducted using different classifiers, with all the five types of datasets (i.e., full dataset, reduced feature dataset obtained from CFS method, reduced feature dataset obtained from BP method and using reduced optimal number of feature set obtained from both the proposed frameworks. Different classifiers were also used for the experiments. i.e., Linear SVM, Random Forest, Decision Tree and AdaBoost technique.

All the classifiers were trained using different data sets individually and a model is built. Using this model the learning capability of the model is assessed using relevant test sets (i.e., it is ensured that the total number of features used for training are there in the test data also). The results of various classifiers for different classes is shown from Table 3 to Table 6. It could be observed from the Table 3 to Table 6 that among all the classifiers, the linear SVM has given good measure of score with respect to recall and f-score. Though Random Forest performed the second best, the difference between the two scores is significantly high for the framework-1.

The other techniques which are used, like Adaboost and decision tree, nowhere stand near the linear SVM score. Hence, it is observed that Linear SVM has given a good result of above 91% for all the classes of the HAR dataset. Which is a benchmark achievement for this dataset with optimal number of features and for all classes.

It was found from the literature survey that, nobody has achieved an accuracy of above 90% for all the classes of the HAR data till now. Hence, in this perspective the result which we obtained using least number of features given by our proposed frameworks can be considered as a significant contribution in this domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: class labels and their respective activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Number of features selected by different feature selection approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature selection method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of features selected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Recall and F1 score of all the classes for Linear SVM classifier (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Recall and F1 score of all the classes for Random Forest classifier (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5: Recall and F1 score of all the classes for Decision Tree classifier (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Recall and F1 score of all the classes for Adaboost M1 classifier (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

For the datasets like HAR data, which contain huge number of features and takes more time and memory to learn for different classifiers, the proposed hybrid frameworks come needy to serve the classifiers with optimal number of features there by reducing the computational time and memory and also gives significant improvement in the recall and f-score. Hence, it can be concluded that, with the help of the proposed hybrid frameworks, one can achieve an optimal number of features which contribute to the performance enhancement of the classifiers. For the HAR data, it
can be observed that Linear SVM has given significantly high result for all the classes.
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